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speed up talks on Britain's bill of passage to the EU, the Financial
Times reports, as the country's central bank argues that any

slowdown in the process could worsen the situation, while Spain's
economy minister warns that a hard Brexit would have economic and
political risks that need to be carefully assessed. The FT says Spain's

desire to expedite the talks is related to the assumption that
"London's request for a "flextension" or delay to its implementation of

EU legislation will
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Shah Q: jQuery issues: What should I know to create one? I would love
to create a jQuery plugin, but have so much trouble with it. I tried to

learn by creating a silly plugin, but I had a hard time. Here is what I've
done so far: (function($){ $.fn.myplugin = function() { //return a

default return this.each(function() { this.myplugin ='something'; });
//return HTML return this.each(function() { this.innerHTML

='something else'; }); } })(jQuery); //you can test it
$('div#id').myplugin(); $('div#id').html(); I tried to create a toggle

button with it, but it didnt work, and it only created a toggle button
once. I think I have to use a function that decides what to return, but I
don't know what should I return. Help? A: Actually it is actually quite
easy to create a JavaScript plugin and then use it easily with jQuery:
(function ($) { var _self = this; _self.foo = function() { alert("bar"); };
})(jQuery); Now you can call foo() on any jQuery object. _self is the

"this" context of the plugin function. , but not limited to, the following:
Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) has the advantage of being cheap, smooth-

burning, environmentally friendly, and a nearly inexhaustible
resource. However, LNG is usually found in certain locations, and

transportation of the LNG over great distances is difficult. Natural Gas
(NG), or "methane" is found naturally in the U.S., Canada, and around

the world, and hence is 6d1f23a050
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